Energy of the year 2017-2018
Kin 64: YELLOW CRYSTAL SEED
I dedicate in order to target
Universalizing awareness
I seal the input of flowering
With the crystal tone of cooperation
I am guided by the power of intelligence
I am a galactic activation portal enter me

Galactic Archetype: The Innocent

I am the Innocent—Yellow Seed. Known also as “the sacred fool” I am the Seed Being of
Cosmic Awareness. My number is 4. Clear, Self-Existing, Inner Awareness is my nature.
To know me is to rise in the strength of the Spirit.
I hold the right centripetal extremity that controls the power
of universal awareness to evolve the powers of cosmic intelligence. I open
Universal Light gate to the Court of the Pathfinder.
The Four Primal Archetypes correspond to the Input Time Cell of the Dreamspell.
They are the four original ones emanated from the Universe of Light corresponding
to the most fundamental orientation of time space. They each command
three archetypes to govern one each of the four cosmic courts of galactic Culture.
Once we have established the four primal archetypes then we descend to the
fourth-dimensional stage of the journey
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Paths connected to the heptad of the year and to the radial plasma Dali
 1 -connection of Dragon- and Serpent. Being evolves Sex
 41 connection of Serpent and Eagle Vision evolves Sex
Paths connected to the oracle
 16--connection of Seed and Wizard . Awareness evolves Timelessness
 17 - connection of Eagle and Seed. Awareness evolves Vision
 51 connection of Earth and Wizard: Navigation evolves Timelessness
 52 connection of Earth and Eagle Navigation evolves Vision
 44 connection of Human and Wizard. Free Will evolves Timeleeness
Courts involved:
 Court of the Avatar : Dragon Primal Force. Birth of Knowledge. First Light Gate
Serpent Initiate 1st Gate of Power. Sex is the beginning of Knowledge
 Court of the Prophet.Human Sage 3rd Source of power. Wisdom is the Source of power
 Court of the Pathfinder :Seed 4th Light Gate- Centripetal Force. Awareness of Intelligence
Wizard. 4th Gate of Power. Timelessness is the beginning of Intelligence
Eagle Seer 4th Source of Power. Vision is the source of Intelligence
Court of Hunab Ku. The Galactic Matrix. Earth Navigator 1st Matrix Portal. Synchronicity is
Intelligence of Hunab Ku


Solar Ring of the Yellow Crystal Seed Year
I dedicate in order to target
Universalizing Awareness
I seal the input of Flowering
With the Crystal Tone of Cooperation
I am guided by the Power of Intelligence
I am a Galactic Activation Portal, Enter Me.
New Consciousness is mandatory if we are to continue to survive as a species on
our Planet today. The Time has never been more urgent to Return to the Natural
time of the 13 moons.
This 13 Moon calendar that you hold in your hands contains a template of
Unity.
Crystal is the tone of cooperation. Cooperation implies communication. Open
communication is how we build bridges. Crystal seed is the year of the
fulfillment of the Return of the People of OMA from across the bridge of time.
We are the bridge. The Time is Now. OMA is the Original Matrix Attained.
The Original matrix is woven on Nature's intelligence. Intelligence implies a
perception of patterns. The 13 Moon calendar offers a simple daily system to
track multiple patterns of time. The effect is the increase of order, awareness and
intelligence in your daily life.
Daily use also helps you to enter into a Universal consciousness that transcends
dogma, religion, race, economic status and gender. Synchronicity will become
your normal every-day experience.
If you are new to this, then just start with placing your awareness on the daily kin
and build up from there. Contemplate the 260-day Tzolkin grid and visually
allow yourself to feel its patterns created by the numbers 1-13 repeated 20
times.
The Tzolkin grid is a Harmonic Module that possess its own vibration, the fifth
force. The fifth force is that galactic force that holds all dimensions of reality
together. Every day has a fifth force oracle.

This year the fifth force oracle consists of) the Yellow Crystal Seed
(galactic/karmic Jupiter), the guide kin - Yellow Crystal Warrior (solar/prophetic
Saturn): Pathfinder that Universalizes Fearlessness; The analog partner - Blue
Crystal Eagle (solar/prophetic Jupiter), the Seer that Universalizes Mind; The
antipode power - White Crystal Wizard, who challenges us to enter Timeless
Receptivity; and the occult partner (hidden support) - comes from the Red Lunar
Earth (solar/prophetic Uranus), the Navigator that Stabilizes Synchronicity.
In the Hunab Ku 21 galactic archetypes Kin 64 represents the Crystal Innocent
One. Innocence implies purity and non-corruptness. The Innocent establishes the
Court of the Pathfinder and embodies the Awareness of Intelligence. No one can
become wise without first encountering the Innocent One.
If we lay this year's oracle out on the Hunab Ku 21 board we see this oracle
connects heptad paths 16 (Awareness evolves Timelessness), 17 (Awareness
evolves Vision) 18 (Awareness evolves Intelligence) and 24 (Navigation evolves
Intelligence).
The configuration of these heptad paths light up and connect the entire PowerHarmonic cell of Cosmic Intelligence! This is a potent sign of the power of the
fifth force to manifest this year. The fifth force, when activated, unifies and
radializes consciousness.
(Note: Telektonon prophecy of Pacal Votan was complete on Yellow Crystal Seed
in In the First Year of Prophecy, Kin 144).
12:60 and 13:20
"… The 24-hour, 60-minute, 60-second timing frequency is derived from a 12part division of the circle, a two-dimensional plane in space. Since this measure
does not correspond to the reality of time as the universal (13 :20) frequency of
synchronization, it creates a mental dissynchronization that manifests as the
battle of the mind against itself, and against nature. The dynamic of the
"progress" of civilization is really the dynamic of dissynchronization inherited by
the human mind. The gradual encroachment of civilization into all aspects of
human society and the biosphere increases the incidence of dissynchronization.
The resulting aphasic mental states lead to belligerence and various attitudes of
dominance over others and nature-but never to any satisfaction.

…According to the Law of Time all of the cosmic nature is all governed by a
universal timing frequency, the 13:20. This universal timing constant
demonstrates that time is actually the factor of synchronization, establishing
what is known as the synchronic order. This means that if the collective human
wishes to evolve into amore spiritual dimension it can only be through
abandoning the artificial mechanistic time and participating again in the natural
time. --Jose Arguelles/Valum Votan

The first Magnetic Moon relates to the Court of the Avatar and to the Planets Neptune- Dragon, Maldek- Serpent, Mars-Worldbridger and
Earth Hand. The Mirror, again Neptune, second Portal to the Matrix, is the Reflection from the Source of the 3 experiments in the Galaxy
nourished by the Primal Force. The Cosmic Knowledge that we get in this Court is the possibility to meditate on the Taboo of Sex and Death
that were inherited as Galactic Karma for its transformation

We can access what lies within the Primal Force of the Dragon and bring it to our physicality,-the Serpent, in order to rescue it in its process of being
the Initiate

The Blue Light comes at the moment of Birth and Death and our being can let go in peace the primal force of life

We become Avatars when we take responsibility for the being of the Earth

The bit of red in the gold that comes from our instinctual side brings knowledge to a deeper level of wisdom in relation to the healing power of
sexuality

Wavespells of the year Yellow Crystal Seed kin 64
The wavespell of the year, the Red Magnetic Skywalker kin 53, is the 5 wavespell of the Tzolkin and in the
White Castle of Passage, Court of Death and represents the power of space, the action of exploration and
the essence of Vigilance..

The First step of the wavespell that relates to the first Magnetic Moon that attracts the purpose relates to kin
53 Red Magnetic Skywalker As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 53: Master
Hilarion and the possibility to connect to our way, our own truth and light while we explore new spaces in the
connection of Heaven and Earth.

It is connected to the energy of Quetzalcoatle, Mayan Prophet, and the Archetype of the Prophet
I am The Prophet – Red Skywalker. I am the Third Seat of Power: Power
of Prophecy as the awakening of universal space. The Prophet is the
third to receive the inspiration of Urania the Spirit Breather. Through
the Prophet the Spirit Essence ascends as Prophecy. His thoughts must
extend through all space, so he is known as the Skywalker. Through
the Spirit breath Prophet knows that all who act in accord with the truth
are prophets. The prophecy the Prophet embodies is the Universal Enlightenment
that is promised by the fulfillment of the Universal Plan of Unification. Through
magical display of illusion, the Magician awakens the Prophet to the truth. From
the Sage the Prophet receives the prophetic wisdom of the power of free will in the
cosmos

